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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Businesses Have High Expectations for Trump
Administration in 2017
During the second half of 2016, economic growth
strengthened compared to a weak first half of the year,
as a result of strong domestic demand which has been
fueled by a vibrant labor market. Since the election, financial markets and surveys of business as well as consumer confidence showed increasing optimism about
short-term growth prospects of the U.S. economy.
Overall, the economy starts 2017 on solid ground and
there is quite some optimism among the business community that a combination of tax cuts, regulatory relief, and infrastructure spending will quicken the pace
of economic activity. However, some economists caution that history suggests that lower corporate tax rates or even a repatriation holiday may not produce the
investment boom that market participants are looking
for. So far, hard economic data have seen only modest
positive impact on growth. A positive factor is the continuation of a robust hiring trend. Consumer spending
is likely to remain solid supported by healthy job and
some income growth. However enthusiastic businesses
may be, there is little evidence of any major change in
their investment plans.
For the first half of 2017, most economists forecast
GDP growth slightly above two percent, which is close
to the trend of around two percent for the last six years.
Corporate tax cuts and regulatory relief could be followed by increased spending, investments and employment opportunities during the second half of the year,
which could therefore see more economic growth at 2.5
percent with a bit more inflation, higher short-term interest rates, but a still stronger dollar. However, with
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the labor market tightening faster than pre-election
expectations, wages and prices may accelerate, leading
the Fed to raise interest rates faster than the market
currently expects.

What German Firms Expect from the Trump Administration
The German American Chambers of Commerce
(GACC), the Representative of German Industry and
Trade (RGIT), and Roland Berger Strategy Consultants conducted a survey monitoring the state of German-owned subsidiaries in the U.S. The key findings
of the “German American Business Outlook 2017” are:
•

The opinions of German-American firm executives
are split on the impact of the recent presidential
election in the U.S.:

ü 30 percent anticipate positive impacts, while

28 percent foresee negative impacts. Meanwhile 42 percent of all respondents believe that
their businesses will not be affected.

ü Executives from sectors such as automotive,

manufacturing, and healthcare seemed to expect more negative impacts compared to executives from other sectors.

ü However, only one percent of German firms
plan to decrease their strategic focus on the
U.S.

•

Respondents have varying opinions on which topics
should be prioritized by the new Administration:
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ü Comprehensive tax reform (60 percent)

Is Tesla Really an Automotive Company?

ü Free trade agreements (58 percent)

What do Thomas Edison and Elon Musk have in common? Thomas Edison was an American inventor and
businessman, who realized that any given product is
only as powerful as the system in which it is embedded. Simultaneously to designing his lightbulb, Edison created plans for other electrical components such
as power generators, light switches, and meters. By
thinking outside the box, Edison envisioned and developed a new system of electric-power generation and
distribution that in combination with his lightbulb resulted in affordable and accessible electric light. In addition, he created new product categories like electric
household appliances that further increased demand
for his system.

ü Incentives for investments (55 percent)
ü Investment in apprenticeship and training (52
percent)

ü Investment in physical infrastructure (52 percent)

ü Ease of visa process and immigration reform
(45 percent)

•

Most companies expect their own business growth
to outpace the U.S. economy as a whole.

ü 85 percent of German-American firms repor-

ted same or better sales volume for 2016. This
trend confirms that the economic recovery of
past years continued.

ü Investment in the U.S. is driven by strong demand for German products and the opportunity to be closer to customers.

Like Thomas Edison Tesla’s Elon Musk is thinking big.
He is not just interested in creating electric cars but
turning Tesla into an energy innovation company. In
forming an analogy, Tesla’s cars are just the lightbulbs
in a larger system. The big picture is becoming clear by
looking at the company’s milestones.
Let’s begin by reviewing its automotive strategy:
•

Tesla started by building the Tesla Roadster,
which is technically an electric Lotus car, to test
the market. Its product sold well and Tesla moved
into the luxury market with its newly designed Models S and X. Tesla’s next step was the production
of the mass-market Model 3 with other products (or
“lightbulbs”) to follow.

•

In addition, Tesla addressed the huge obstacles
battery-powered cars faced to become mass-market

ü 85 percent of companies, regardless of size,

plan a workforce increase in 2017. However,
like in prior years, companies experience significant difficulties in finding skilled labor (especially in engineering and manufacturing).

Sources: www.rgit-usa.com, www.gaccny.com, www.
rolandberger.us
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products:

ü The limited range of the batteries and the
time it takes to charge them. By creating the
world’s largest charging network and placing
“Superchargers” on well-traveled routes at
strategically and geographically spread locations, Tesla increased the range and significantly reduced the charging time to about 30
minutes.

ü The high sticker price of electric cars primarily due to very expensive battery packs. To
lower battery costs and offer a more affordable
car, Tesla is building a new battery factory in
Reno, Nevada, dubbed the Gigafactory, which
will cost approximately $5 billion, create up to
6,500 new jobs and produce up to 500,000 battery packs a year.

ü The need for owners of electric vehicles to re-

place the battery pack, at huge cost, after several years of use and corresponding degration.
Tesla is working on a battery swap program
allowing owners to swap the battery packs of
their Tesla at certain service stations within
three minutes at a cost of less than a full tank
of gas for a large sedan.

Simultaneously, Elon Musk is laying the groundwork
to create new energy systems and business models.
Let’s review Tesla’s strategic moves:
•
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Giant battery production capacity. The Gigafactory will be able to produce much more batteries
than Tesla will be able to use in its own cars. Cer-

tainly, the company hopes to use economies of scale
combined with its inventiveness to reduce battery
prices far enough to further increase the popularity
of its electric cars. However, that alone does not
justify the factory’s giant size. It only makes sense
if other companies also use Tesla’s batteries. How
could this be achieved?

ü Opening its patents to competition.

What
might appear self-destructive is a calculated
strategic move by Tesla to create a new, lowcost industry standard around its battery pack
as well as form-factor and power, by making
them attractive to all other electric car makers.
Historically, the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) and the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) never standardized
on a single company’s proprietary designs.
However, standardizing on the open Tesla
specifications might be a standards committee no-brainer. In addition, state and federal
governments will likely enact legislation supporting the “Clean Air Act” to adopt these battery standards to encourage the transition of
gas-powered to electric-powered vehicles. This
way Tesla could create a single, interchangeable battery for every electric car on the road.

ü Creating a market for power storage. Tesla

started selling heavy-duty batteries, so called
Powerpacks, to companies that supply utilities with energy, and smaller battery packs,
so called Powerwalls, to companies that install them alongside rooftop solar panels. Some
predict that as utilities figure out how to use
storage in their distribution systems, the mar-
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ket is going to grow dramatically. All of these batteries use the same ingredients as those
that Tesla uses in its cars and create additional
volume for the Gigafactory.
•

•

Renewable power generation. By merging with
SolarCity, Tesla offers large-scale renewable power
generation through different types of solar panels.
The power storage mentioned above is closing the
gap between electric vehicles and renewable power generation. So far, renewable power generation
has not allowed consumers to become independent
from the grid since there are times when power
from the sun or wind is not available and renewable energy sources cannot cover demand. However,
by creating the possibility to store large amounts of
energy, consumers move closer to becoming independent of the grid and ultimately of utilities. In
a way, Tesla will use electric vehicles to ultimately
convert a significant number of households from
using electricity from the grid to using electricity
generated by solar cells. One issue currently disregarded in most discussions about zero emission
vehicles is that since most electricity is not produced from renewable energy sources, these vehicles
technically still run on fossil fuels. The combination of renewable power generation and power storage is one approach which may change this.
Battery swap stations might become the new gas
stations. The battery swap program, which is currently done in a “pilot” project for owners of a Tesla
vehicle, could be done at any BP, Exxon or Shell
gas station in the world. With its open patents
Tesla’s batteries and automated swapper stations
could even become the global standard. Compe-

titors might want to consider being a part of the
service which could become an important new revenue source for service stations. Ultimately, electric
car owners will want battery swaps not only for the
speed but also to avoid the expensive replacement
cost of aging battery packs. This is a win-win situation for all, but for Tesla it will be like owning the
world’s gasoline franchise with the “fuel” coming
directly from its Gigafactory.
•

Challenging the existing business model of the car
industry. It is predicted that cars will go autonomous in a few years which will threaten the need
for car ownership. In the future cars might be accessed, but maybe not owned by the individuals
who are riding in them. Traditional car makers
such as General Motors, Volkswagen and Toyota
will at one point become fierce competitors of Tesla
but it remains to be seen if they can transform and
adjust quickly enough with their current organizational structure, which can prove extremely difficult for established companies. In addition, other
powerful players will enter and shape the market.
Apple will produce its own electric vehicles and become a direct competitor for Tesla, while Google’s
most likely strategy will be to license its technology
to others.

It will be interesting to see and witness how all of
Tesla’s strategic moves will play out, how other pieces
of Tesla’s puzzle become more and more visible, and
how competitors in different traditional industries will
eventually position themselves to fend off Tesla’s increasing threat to their businesses. Will the competition’s
“lightbulbs” go off to have their aha moments before
Tesla completely dominates the market? Time will
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tell, in the meantime let’s stay tuned.

2017 Real Estate Trends among Foreign Investors
The James A. Graaskamp Center for Real Estate of the
Wisconsin School of Business conducted a survey in
the fourth quarter of 2016 among the members of the
Association of Foreign Investors in Real Estate (www.
afire.org) which have an estimated $2 trillion or more
in real estate assets under management. Some of the
key findings are:
United States: A Strong Market with a Cautious
Outlook
•

•

•
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95 percent of survey respondents said they
plan to maintain or expect to have increases in
their U.S. real estate investments in 2017.
By far, the U.S. continues to outrank other
countries with the most dependable and secure
opportunities for real estate investments. Currently, it is the country which provides the best
opportunity for capital appreciation and transparency. When asked why they would invest in
the U.S. investors pointed to the country’s sustainable economic growth, strong legal system,
and relative overall security for investments.
Despite investors’ investment intentions, 33
percent (8 percent prior year) said their view
about the U.S. market had become more bearish, 60 percent (85 percent prior year) felt
their opinion was unchanged, and only 6 per-

cent (8 percent prior year) considered themselves more optimistic.
•

More than half of respondents said that they
believed Brexit would have a positive impact
on the U.S. real estate market.

Some results of the survey in the fourth quarter of
2016 are:
a) Top Five Global Cities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New York (#1 last year)
Berlin (#4 last year)
London (#2 last year)
Los Angeles (#3 last year)
San Francisco (#5 last year)

b) Top Five U.S. Cities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New York (#1 last year)
Los Angeles (#2 last year)
Boston (#5 tied with Seattle last year)
Seattle (#5 tied with Boston last year)
San Francisco (#3 last year)

c) Most Stable and Secure Countries for Foreign
Investment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

United States (#1 last year)
Germany (#2 last year)
Canada (#4 last year)
Australia (#5 last year)
United Kingdom (#3 last year)

d) Countries Providing the Best Opportunity for

TAXES

Capital Appreciation
1. United States (#1 last year)
2. Brazil (#5 last year)
3. Germany and United Kingdom
(#7 and #4 respectively last year)
5. Australia (unranked last year)
e) Ranking of U.S. Property Types
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Industrial (#1 tied with multifamily last year)
Multifamily (#1 tied with industrial last year)
Office (#4 last year)
Retail (#3 last year)
Hotel (#5 last Year)

New Information Reporting Obligation for Foreign-Owned U.S. Disregarded Entities
On December 13, 2016 the U.S. Treasury Department
issued final regulations requiring foreign owners of single-member U.S. limited liability companies (LLCs) to
report their interests to the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) starting on January 1, 2017. Until December 31,
2016 transactions by disregarded entities did not have
to be reported and were treated as being undertaken by
the entity’s owner and ignored for U.S. federal income
tax purposes. However, under the new regulations a
domestic disregarded entity wholly owned by a foreign
person is treated as a U.S. corporation solely for purposes of the information reporting obligation.

or Business”) on time must pay an initial penalty of
$10,000, which is doubled after 90 days and then increases by $10,000 for each subsequent 30-day period.

Increase in FIRPTA Withholding Rate from 10%
to 15% after February 16, 2016
The disposition of a U.S. real property interest by a
foreign person is subject to the Foreign Investment in
Real Property Tax Act of 1980 (FIRPTA) income tax
withholding. For dispositions after February 16, 2016
the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015
(“PATH Act”) increases the FIRPTA withholding rate
from 10% to 15% of the gross sales price. However, the
10% withholding rate continues to apply to properties
acquired by the transferee as a residence and sold for
not more than $1,000,000. In addition, the complete
exemption from FIPRTA withholding if the property
was acquired by the transferee as a residence and sold
for not more than $300,000 also continues to apply.

A foreign person who fails to file Form 5472 (“Information Return of a 25% Foreign-Owned U.S. Corporation or a Foreign Corporation Engaged in a U.S. Trade
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Economic Indicators & U.S. Dollar Foreign-Exchange Rates
Economic Indicators

December
2016

October
2016

December
2015

December
2013

December
2011

Employment

156,000

161,000

292,000

74,000

200,000

Unemployment Rate

4.7%

4.9%

5.0%

6.7%

8.5%

Avg. Weekly Hours (Manuf.)

40.7

40.8

40.6

41.0

40.5

Avg. Overtime Hours (Manuf.)

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.5

3.2

Building Permits

1,210,000

1,229,000

1,232,000

986,000

679,000

Housing Starts

1,226,000

1,323,000

1,149,000

999,000

657,000

Consumer Confidence Index

113.7

98.6

86.4

62.7

54.3

Purchasing Managers Index

54.5

51.9

55.3

50.2

56.1

Other Indicators

Dec. 30,
2016

Oct. 31,
2016

Dec. 31,
2015

Dec. 31,
2013

Dec. 30,
2011

S&P 500 Index

2,238.83

2,126.15

1,960.23

1,848.36

1,257.60

S&P 500 - Trading Volume (in thousands)

2,670,900

3,922,400

2,655,330

2,312,840

2,271,850

VIX (Volatility Index)

14.04

17.06

18.21

13.72

23.40

Real GDP

2016
Q4

2016
Q3

2015

2013

2011

Real GDP

1.9%

3.5%

2.4%

1.9%

1.7%

Inflation

December
2016

October
2016

2015

2013

2011

Inflation

2.1%

1.6%

0.1%

1.5%

3.2%

Currency Exchange Rates

Dec. 30,
2016

Oct. 31,
2016

Dec. 31,
2015

Dec. 31,
2013

Dec. 30,
2011

EUR / USD

1.0555

1.0957

1.0867

1.3776

1.2976

GBP / USD

1.2338

1.2199

1.4763

1.6574

1.5536

CHF / USD

0.9845

1.0110

1.0003

1.1228

1.0670

CAD / USD

0.7449

0.7462

0.7222

0.9405

0.9828

CNY / USD

0.1439

0.1476

0.1540

0.1652

0.1589

JPY / USD

0.0086

0.0095

0.0083

0.0095

0.0130

Note: Some numbers may be updated due to revisions of official statistics.
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Interest Rates, Real Estate & Taxes
Treasury Yield Curve (in %)
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10 yr

20 yr

12/30/2016

30 yr

Base Rates

January 4, 2017

Four Weeks Ago

One Year Ago

30 Day LIBOR

0.77%

0.65%

0.42%

5 Year

1.97%

1.80%

1.70%

10 Year

2.48%

2.34%

2.22%

10-Year Fixed Rate Ranges
by Asset Class

Max. LTV

Class A

Class B/C

Anchored Retail

70 - 75%

T + 225

T + 235

Strip Center

65 - 75%

T + 225

T + 235

Multi Family (Non-Agency)

75 - 80%

T + 220

T + 230

Multi Family (Agency)

75 - 80%

T + 225

T + 235

Distribution/Warehouse

65 - 75%

T + 225

T + 235

R&D/Flex/Industrial

65 - 75%

T + 230

T + 240

Office

65 - 75%

T + 215

T + 225

Full Service Hotel

60 - 70%

T + 265

T + 285

U.S. Treasury

Note: T = Interest Rate for 10-Year U.S. Treasury (2.48%)
Source: Cushman & Wakefield (January 4, 2017)

Simplified Presentation of the Most Important U.S. Federal Tax Rates:
Income Tax

10% - 39.6%*

Long-Term Capital Gains (LTCG)

15% / 20%*

"Qualified" Dividends

15% / 20%*

Corporate Tax

15% - 35%

Gift and Estate Tax

18% - 40%

Note: * = As of January 1, 2017 higher tax rates apply for individuals earning more than USD 418,400 (and couples earning more than USD 470,700).
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Your Contact in the U.S.
If you have questions or would like to schedule a meeting, please contact us.
We are looking forward to hearing from you.
The New York Family Office
Telephone: +1 (646) 734 - 4056
Facsimile: +1 (646) 355 - 2855
contact@tnyfo.com
www.tnyfo.com
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